


Individual hook-and-loop 
label exchange

red and grey

4,6 kg

W 43 x H 56 x D 32 cm
77 Liter

Truck tarpaulin, Original-CORDU-
RA® fabric and 3MTM Scotchlite 
reflective strips

Proven magnet system

Easy to clean 
tarpaulin material

Circumferential stiching
for stability

Optimized in height 
container modules LF light

Winch loop to aid in 
height rescue

4 internal mesh compartments with 
individual labeling option for the 
storage of gloves

Safety belt for 
oxygen module

Insert tray  with trans-
parent foil for individual 

inscription 

https://shop.fleischhacker.biz/medical-products/emergency-backpacks-and-bags/stavanger-backpacks/27864/stavanger-xl5000?number=5828053


 

Front pocket for the storage of
AED defibrillators, tablet or XL con-
tainer/system modules with magnet 
system

Open up the front flaps 
and get in!
With its 77 liters, the STAVANGER XL5000 has the largest storage 
space of our STAVANGER backpack models. Room for everything 
you need. Our newly developed ampoule kit for holding up to 
300 ampoules fits into the lower compartment with its magne-
tic system. Alternatively, store our system plate or a standard 
AED defibrillator. The upper front pocket holds small diagnostic 
devices, including Robin rescue scissors. Between the front and 
the inner body is the compartment for the immobilization collar. 
To organize the interior, we offer various container and system 
modules, such as an O2 bottle holder.

X L 5 0 0 0

Elastic loops for 
securing items

Proven magnet system 
for hygienic cleaning

Device for Robin rescue scissors

Integrated magnet system 
in the lid

Safety belt for 
oxygen module

Insert tray  with trans-
parent foil for individual 

inscription 

2-part PVC case 
handle

https://shop.fleischhacker.biz/medical-products/emergency-backpacks-and-bags/stavanger-backpacks/27864/stavanger-xl5000?number=5828053
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Interested? 
Book your online presentation now.
https://www.fleischhacker.biz/de/online-presentations

STAVANGER  XL5000
also available in grey

https://www.fleischhacker.biz/en/online-presentation
https://shop.fleischhacker.biz/medical-products/emergency-backpacks-and-bags/stavanger-backpacks/27864/stavanger-xl5000?number=5828053

